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ABSTRACT
The Internet of Things (IoTs) is a network of interconnected devices, transportations, home appli-
ances, and other devices. They are functionally embedded in electronics, software, sensors, actua-
tors, and connectivity that allows them to connect and exchange information. On the basis of the
IoT concept, implementations are gradually being proposed in a range of areas, ranging from smart
house, smart office and smart agriculture. In this research paper, a generic framework for smart
monitoring applications based on the IoTs network is proposed. In this framework, low-powered
sensor nodes are based on the micro:bit platform, providing a multiple footprints for different sen-
sor connections. The wireless capability on micro:bit provides a complete solution to deploy the
system in such places that wire is impractical to draw. The data is wirelessly gathered by a base-
station node that is powered by Android Things operating systemprovided by Google. This operat-
ing system is based on the Android platform for smart devices and Internet of Things products. The
approach to this framework indicates a low cost and minimum setup and especially amenable for
applications control. To support many applications with minimummodifications, the framework is
designed for easy expansion by supporting popular serial connection ports, including the Univer-
sal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter and Serial Peripheral Interface. With these connections, on
one line data bus, several sensors can be added to match the different application requirements.
In this paper, our platform is validated for an automatic water monitoring in aquaculture based on
the temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen sensory data. Through our framework, the data is up-
loaded to a cloud for remote monitoring and providing alarms for users whenever the data is out
of a predefined safe domain.
Key words: Internet of Things, Wireless sensor networks, Smart Monitoring Devices, Android
Things

INTRODUCTION
The Internet Of Things (IoTs) is the key point in the
development of Industry 4.0 which is characterized by
the generation of device connected network. They can
be mobile phones, transportation, home appliances
and up-to-date wearable embedded with sensors and
activators connected to the Internet so that these ob-
jects can exchange data with each other1. Things will
be provided with the unique identifiers (UIDs) and
with the ability to transfer data over a networkwithout
requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer
interactions2. Technology research firm Gartner es-
timates that 6.4 billion wireless devices will be used
globally in 2019, more than 30 percent from 2018.
Gartner also estimates that the figure will increase
by more than threefold, to about 20 billion by 2020.
The IoTs network especially smart controlling appli-
ances have continuously developed competitively on
wide range of fields from home control3, parking lot
guidance4, healthcare system5, and military surveil-
lance6. The fundamental similarity between these ap-

plications is the combination of small sensor nodes
using low-power sensing devices, a micro-controller
embedded in the system, and a transceiver connected
in wireless protocol. They are randomly deployed,
to cover the physical area of the application7. The
purpose of the embedded micro-controller is pro-
cessing the collected data from the sensors which
has been designed to produce a number of measure-
able changes such as temperature, moisture, pressure
and humidity in physical environments. The wire-
less transceiver gives a medium for the transmission
of information derived from the sensors to the base
station or by inter-communication between several
nodes. Finally, the gathered information at the base
station can be uploaded to a cloud server for remote
monitoring. The advantages of smart monitoring ap-
plications based on IoTs network compared to tradi-
tional approach can be summarized as follows:

• The system is easily deployed, especially in
remote areas, where wire connection is im-
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practical to draw. The wireless communica-
tion of sensor nodes allows a quick deployment
of the application, without the need of com-
plex infrastructure8. Moreover, the latest devel-
opments in micro-electro-mechanical systems
(MEMS) technology, wireless radio transceivers
and digital electronics have made modest, low-
performing and multi-purpose sensor nodes
small in size and efficient for processing and
wireless communication9. Therefore, a sensor
node can support a long system lifetime, which
can be up to two years without the battery re-
placement or maintenance.

• Sensory data is updated frequently. Accord-
ing to the Quality of Service (QoS) of the appli-
cation, the sensory data are able to upload regu-
larly to the server, keeping the system up to date.
Moreover, Sensory data may follow a certain
pattern and can be expected for some time10.
In spite of these issues, a prediction mechanism
can be introduced for forecasts. Leveraging pre-
dicted data, the sink node decides the usage
of forecast data, the coverage and influences of
possible events and the creation of these events.
This feature especially provides an interest to
monitoring applications, where threads can be
predicted and handled as soon as possible.

• Different low-powered sensors are available
to support a wide range of monitoring applica-
tions. In the recent years, wireless sensor net-
works have reached a wide range of applica-
tions and deviceswith various specifications and
characteristics11.

In this paper, we present an overview of potential
monitoring applications based on the IoTs that is uti-
lized fromWireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Beside
a lot of opportunities of these applications, challenges
to widely deploy them are also presented. Moreover, a
generic platform based on Android Things operating
system is also proposed. This platform is well adapted
to different applications by easily changing the sen-
sors. In this paper, this platform is deployed to mon-
itor the quality of water in aquaculture environment.
The contributions of the paper are listed below:

• An overview of smart monitoring applications:
Opportunities and Challenges.

• A generic framework for smart monitoring ap-
plications based on micro: bit MCU and An-
droidThings base station node.

• Implementation automatic water monitoring in
aquaculture, providing the temperature, pH and
dissolved oxygen sensory data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An
overview of monitoring applications based on the
IoTs network is presented in Section II, followed by
their challenges in Section III. In Section IV, a generic
IoT platform based on AndroidThings operation sys-
tem is proposed and validated in agriculture water
monitoring in Section V. Finally, the paper ends with
conclusions.

MONITORING APPLICATIONS
BASEDON IOT
IoTs has presented a promising opportunity to de-
velop efficient real-time systems and applications us-
ing wireless technology and sensor products. An
overview of an IoTs architecture for monitoring ap-
plications is depicted in Figure 1. It includes sen-
sor nodes, gateways, a server and a smart-phone
application. A sensor node normally is a micro-
controller-based system that can sense data, which
are application-dependent, in real time and that is
low energy consumption for long life working. A
sensor node transfers the sensory data to the near-
est IoT Gateway using wireless technologies such as
WiFi, LoRa and Bluetooth Low energy. A gateway is a
processor-based system that runs an operating system
such as Linux or Android. It can communicate with
sensor nodes to obtain sensory data and send the sen-
sory data to a server via WiFi or 2G/3G/4G/LTE mo-
bile communication. A server processes the sensory
data and generates useful information to the third
party applications through a security interface. The
third party applications can render the useful infor-
mation to the user through a smartphone or a web
page.
Following the architecture in Figure 1, a wide spec-
trum of IoT technologies have been developed and
implemented over the last year in a number of fields
for instance: home automation agriculture12–14,
food production, environmental monitoring, secu-
rity surveillance and others15. Monitoring applica-
tions, such as smart healthcaremonitoring, intelligent
transport system, environmental tracking system, is
one of the most active domains.

Smart Healthcare Monitoring
The real-time healthcare monitoring via connected
sensors can save lives in events of a medical emer-
gency such as heart attacks, diabetes, and asthma at-
tacks. The IoTs is improving the healthcare services by
enabling real-time alerting, tracking, and monitoring
to activate hands-on treatments, better accuracy, apt
intervention by doctors and improve complete patient
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Figure 1: A typical IoTs architecture for monitoring applications.

care delivery results. Instead of directlymonitoring in
hospitals, patients can be monitored regularly even at
home using smart devices that provide health status
information. Moreover, in order to track the condi-
tion in real time using a smartmedical system internet
- connected, sensors can capture medical and other
appropriate health data. and then, transfer collected
information to a physician. Finally, medical IoT de-
vices capture crucial data and send it to doctors for
real-time surveillance, while notifying people about
critical factors through smartphone apps andother re-
lated devices.

Intelligent Transport System
An intelligent transportation system (ITS) is an ad-
vanced and IoTs-enabled application which focuses
on achieving transportation quality by avoiding traf-
fic jams and issues16. ITS helps citizens be better in-
formed about traffic, local convenience real-time run-
ning information and Available seat that eliminates
travel time and guarantees the safety and amenity.
There are a few sub systems that belong to an ITS such
as Traffic monitoring system, smart parking system,
public transport management, and electronic toll col-
lection system. We briefly describes these systems in
the following.

Trafficmonitoring system
One of the reason for traffic congestion is fixed and
long red light delays. So, controlling the traffic light

in the intersections and optimizing the green light pe-
riod is necessary. By interconnecting and fetching
data from the intersections via cameras, traffic lights
can be synchronously gathered in order to diverge the
traffic at the particular conjunctions. TheArtificial In-
telligence and Machine Learning are also taken into
image processing operation to identify the signalized
points andmake the controller control the traffic light
timing, ensure the smooth traffic flow17.

Smart parking system
A practical application for inner-city and outer-city
in busy developing and developed countries which
provides citizens the information and location of the
nearest parking lots. Theusers can reserve the parking
area for their vehicles, or even pays the annual park-
ing fee via the supporting applications and electronic
wallet (e-wallet).

Public transportmanagement
The information of public transportation such as loca-
tions, velocities, arrival time and routes are provided
for the user by the mobile application and electronic
boards at the stations. The purpose of this solution is
to manage properly the transportation’s activities and
its owners. Besides, the mobile application not only
informs the information of each type of public vehi-
cles, but also guides the user to make the suitable se-
lection for their travel based on the construction of
sensing system information.
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Electronic toll collection system
Electronic toll collection (ETC) system achieves the
goals of reducing the toll booth, expands the area for
vehicles, especially on high ways. Furthermore, the
process of license identification and payment due to
each type of vehicle can be saved by automatic plate
recognition and simultaneous toll payment calcula-
tion. The user can use e-wallet to pay the fee by scan-
ning the QR Code. In the future, the more ETC sys-
tem is set up, the more spacious the road is.

Environment Tracking System
Transport emission seems to be the main factor that
causes air pollution in big cities around the world be-
cause it emits the large amount of Particulate Matter
(PM) such asVolatileOrganic Compounds (VOC) in-
cluded NOx, CO and SOx. These pollutants harm to
human health, atmosphere and also climate. Being
formed by process of incomplete combustion, pollu-
tants such as PM and BTEX (Benzene, Toluene, Ethyl,
Xylene) are concerned as pollutants that must be con-
trolled and prevented its effect from affecting to hu-
man health according to the report of United States
Environmental Protection Agency and the report of
WHO established in 2015 18.
In Vietnam, according to National Technical Regula-
tion on ambient air quality (QCVN05:2009/BTNMT)
submitted by the General Department of Environ-
ment, Science and Technology Department and the
Legal Department promulgated in October 7th, 2009.
This regulation defines limit values of basic parame-
ters included: Sulphur dioxide (SO2), carbon dioxide
(CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx), ozone (O3), suspended
dust, lead (Pb) in the ambient air and dust PM10
(dust 10m), themost considerable air quality parame-
ter that can be assessed. Due to diameter of 10m, these
particulates can harmpeople by entering to important
human body parts including lung, bronchial. PM10
is formed by various elements that depend on ambi-
ence and weather. Carbon monoxide gas, CO in par-
ticular, when it enters to human body by inhalation, it
will react with hemoglobin in blood that discontinue
transport of oxygen in blood and make people suffo-
cate. More the amount of CO is inhaled, more serious
symptom people must suffer. For the demand of life
quality is now more and more considerate, tracking
environment become important and necessary, espe-
cially in population dense cities namelyHoChiMinh,
Ha Noi or Da Nang.

MONITORING APPLICATION
CHALLENGES

Energy Consumption
Energy optimization is a critical issue for monitoring
applications, which normally requires a long-system
lifetime. When a large number of sensor nodes are
deployed to cover the monitor areas, battery mainte-
nance or replacement becomes a burden. Obviously,
there are two different approaches to overcome this
issue. Firstly, there has been a variety of strategies to
scale back the consuming engergy such as using nano-
watt wake-up radio receivers19 and adequate MAC
protocols scheduling implementation20. Despite the
improval in system operation period, the small bat-
tery capacity used as storage devices still cripples it.
Secondly, a new paradigm for designing sensor nodes
is mentioned. In order to consolidate, or even elim-
inate batteries, environmental energy sources have
been integrated. Thanks to advancements in the
field of energy harvest, eternal environmental energy
can be harvested and fully autonomous WSNs can
be built. A large range is provided for the use of
WSNs, for example solar photovoltaics21, thermo-
electric thermal energy 22 andwind generators for air-
flow power23, which are inexpensive, compact and
power-rich harvesters.

Adaptive and Autonomous
Event ambient energy such as solar or wind can be
scavenged as long as possible, the sensor nodes have to
cope with the energy fluctuations from these sources.
For instance, solar energy can be reduced significantly
in a rainy day compared to a sunny day and wind en-
ergy is a kind of unpredictable source24. Therefore,
a sensor node must be adaptive to its operations, to
reach an ideal state, named Energy Neutral Operation
(ENO)25. In this state, the overall energy expended is
equivalent to energy harvested over a long period of
time. This approach will have potentially everlasting
life (until the hardware is out of date).
Themost common solution is to control power trans-
fer26 as well as using duty-cycling with a shifting
wake-up interval, apart fromdynamic voltage and fre-
quency scaling27. The solution directly affects the
MAC protocol, which is the key consumed sources of
the WSN node20. In fact, environmental behaviors
in PM policies should be taken into consideration.
While fluorescent light provides practically continu-
ous power with rare interruptions in hospitals or heat
from industrial equipment, solar or indoor light en-
ergies are often occasionally absent, accompanied by
energy intervals. The PM must propose plans for the
reservation of harvested energy before they are avail-
able to guarantee continuous operations.
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Wireless Data Collection
Data collection is another issue in monitoring appli-
cations based on IoTs. In order to cover such a large
area, sensor nodes have to forward their data through
many intermediate nodes since the range of the wire-
less communications is limited (e.g. 30m with radio
frequency at 2.4GHz). In order to achieve an efficient
data collection at a local base station node, an opti-
mized routing or scheduling must be required other-
wise, an intermediate node can become a bottle neck
if it has to forward data from many nodes. More-
over, the network topology of the network can be reg-
ularly changed due to mobility nodes (e.g. monitor-
ing the bus in a smart city), cause a big burden to re-
scheduling the whole network.
However, the scheduling cannot be performed at each
sensor nodes due to the limited resource of mem-
ory, computation and energy of a low-power and low-
cost device. Currently, Software Defined Wireless
Sensor Network (SDWSN) architectures offer signifi-
cant promise to implement complex scheduling algo-
rithms28. In SDWSN, the scheduling adaptations are
shifted from sensor nodes to the base station, which
has more computational and energy resources (typi-
cally a base station has a direct power supply).

Quality of Service
As many presumed applications exist in WSNs, their
QoS requirements may vary tremendously. For in-
stance, a failure to identify or collect wrong or in-
correct information about a physical occurrence may
emerge from several causes in applications involving
occurrence identification and target surveillance. The
location where the incident occurs cannot be pro-
tected by active sensors because of deployment and
network maintenance. Intuitive, coverage or number
of active sensors can be described as QoS measure-
ment parameters in WSNs. However, focusing on the
network QoS, following factors are required to char-
acterize 29:

• End-to-end: end-to-end or non-end-to-end
performance.

• Interactivity: interactive or non-interactive.
• Characteristics: delay or non-delay tolerant.
• Criticality: mission critical or non-mission crit-
ical.

Among these factors, the end-to-end delay is themost
important inmonitoring applications as it has directly
impact on the system data up-to-date. This factor is
normally concerned with the data collection issue in

the previous sub-section. When the scheduling algo-
rithm is not optimized, it takes a long time to forward
a packet fromanode away from the base station. Con-
currently, the energy available in the node also has a
significant effect on the QoS. If the energy is not ade-
quate, the node cannot perform further to satisfy the
QoS while following the state of the ENO25.

GENERIC IOT PLATFORM BASEDON
ANDROID THINGS
Bach Khoa University - VNU - HCM (HCMUT),
specifically in Computer Science and Engineering
Department, provides study programs for training
and developing popular applications on the Internet
such as IoTs application development, etc. Many lab-
oratories have invested equipment to serve students’
uses, support research, research and development.
This article wants to introduce a research that the
group has been analysing.
The topic is aimed to build a system to monitor the
status of each environment type and river area, and
it will accurately record the measured data and dis-
play visually. That helps managers monitor and have
timely solutions when there are erratic changes.
This system is designed for two-way communication,
which is how to send information from sensor nodes
to the central station (gateway) and to control signals
from the central station to the sensor nodes variable
or from user (controlled via web or mobile applica-
tion). The system will be a network of multiple sensor
nodes that measure environmental values and deliver
data to the gateway as Figure 2. Also, the system also
aims at other criteria such as low cost, high stability,
convenience, easy to install, easy to repair.
In general, the system consists of several main com-
ponents:

• Sensor node: using micro:bit circuit, combined
with sensors that measure water environment
data and use radio waves for wireless data trans-
mission.

• Central station (base station - gateway): using
Raspberry Pi 3 circuit with operating system
embedded AndroidThings and also using radio
waves to communicate with sensor nodes. Con-
currently, the central station will be connected
to the internet with an Ethernet cable or Wifi to
connect to the server.

• Servers and applications on mobile devices: us-
ing ThingSpeak or MQTT (Remote queue mes-
sage transmission) for the server; Phone appli-
cation with Android platform.
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Figure 2: System architecture contains multiple sensor nodes.

Sensor nodes are based on micro:bit circuit platform,
an embedded system based on ARM hardware de-
signed by BBC for use in computer education in the
UK. With its small size and integrated motion de-
tection technology, compass and Bluetooth, micro:bit
can help quickly deploy an Android based sensor ap-
plication. The sensor node is designed to connectwith
many popular sensor standards on the market such as
Vernier, DFRobot or other 4-20mA industry standard
sensors.
However, in this paper, we mainly focus on building a
generic IoT platform that utilizes micro:bit boards30

as a controller in a sensor node and Raspberry Pi 3
running Android Things operating system31. Please
note that the micro:bit board is a micro-controller
based board that can obtain the sensory data in real-
time. In this paper, we do not focus on security and
fault tolerance because these features are normally im-
plemented using software. As for the security fea-
ture, one can easily apply Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI)32 on Android Things with a PKI supported
server in Figure 4. As for the fault tolerance feature,
the number of each sensor can be triplicated as well
as there is handshaking among sensor nodes and the
gateway. All these techniques can be readily imple-
mented in our proposed platform.
Meanwhile, the central station is designed to be com-
patible with AndroidThings operating system, a very
up-to-date operating system issued byGoogle for uni-
versal Internet applications. This operating system
is based on the Android platform for smart devices

and Internet of Things products (IoTs). This operat-
ing system still has SDK, Android Studio, Google Play
Services or Google Cloud Platform developers, etc.
AndroidThings is a platform-based operating system
that allows smart devices to handle complex tasks in-
stead of relying on some servers, which means that
Android Things will fit into large devices and more
functions.
Although Android Things and Raspberry PI are pro-
posed for embedded IoTs device, ADC pins are not
supported. The lack of this feature prevents deploy-
ing the system in a wide range of applications, whose
sensors normally support ADC outputs. To over-
come this issue, a master Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC) chip, namedADS1118, is added. Based on SPI
bus of the chip, our system can support up to 40 dif-
ferent sensors. Therefore, with this feature, our gate-
way can be used as a sensor in a sparse network, where
the number of nodes is less than 5 33. As it is shown
in34, it is really a high cost if each sensor node and the
gateway are equippedwith amodule for wireless com-
munications. Therefore, to save this cost, the gateway
need to plays the roles of a sensors by sensing data di-
rectly from the environment. The system now is no
longer required the sensor nodes (see Figure 1) and
only has the gateway, sending its data to cloud, with-
out the need of sensor nodes.
Moreover, multiple wireless standards are supported
in our gateway, including from short range such as
Zigbee and Wifi to very long range such as LoRa or
3G. Especially, the keywords for long range (LoRa)
communications is a trend for applications in a smart
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Figure 3: Sensor node uses 3 sensors: pH, ORP, DO.

Figure 4: Gateway based on Android Things operating system.
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city, such as Intelligent Transport System or Public
Transport Management (presented in Section II).The
reason is that these applications require mobility net-
works (e.g. moving car in the city), which a burden
for routing algorithms. Therefore, a long range com-
munication is proposed to mitigate this issue since
each node in the network can communicate directly
with the gateway station, without the need of routing.
Therefore, a driver for LoRa communication based on
SX1278 chip is implemented in our system. With this
driver, popular LoRamodules can be easily integrated
in our system.
Finally, multiple power supply sources can be used for
powering the gateway: a permanent source from grid
power line or power extracted from solar cells. Pop-
ular output connections such as VGA, DVI or HDMI
are also supported by Android Things for visualiza-
tion the data on a wide screen.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A prototype – a proposed system is applied into a wa-
ter for validating the operations of the monitoring ap-
plication. We use sensors fromDFRobot, which helps
collect water information such as the temperature, pH
and dissolved oxygen (DO). An image of the proto-
type sensor node is shown in Figure 3. In the case of
other applications presented in Section II, appropriate
sensors will be used. Sensory data is sent every 30 sec-
onds to the gateway, which is already equipped with a
3G USB in order to upload data to a cloud server.
Firstly, the average power consumption of the sensor
node and the gateway are 0.07W and 6W, respectively.
While the sensor node is very low power, the gateway
consumes nearly 100 times higher than a sensor. The
main consumed energy source in the gateway is the
3G connection, which is around 2.5W, and the moni-
tor screen, which is 1.4W in average. The power con-
sumption measurements provide a study to choose a
solar panel, to prolong the system lifetime for a long-
term monitoring application.
Secondly, the sensory data is plotted in website for
real-time monitoring and is presented in Figure 5. As
it can be seen, the temperature is very stable while
there are some fluctuations of both pH and dissolved
oxygen (DO) values. We found these variations on the
measured values of pH and DO when there are some
small waves on the water surface. However, consider-
ing the average values, our system provides a good ac-
curacy compared to a multi-meter from LeadTec Asia
company35. The average measured temperature, pH
and DO values by using our sensors are 23.3oC, 7.6
and 3.2, respectivelywhile the average values recorded
by LeadTec device are 23.1oC, 7.4 and 3.5. Finally,

during around one hour and a half, there are 362 suc-
cessful received packages and there are only 26 fail-
ures, resulting 92.8% package received rate. There er-
ror in wireless communications is due to the data col-
lision when three different sensor nodes send their
packages to the gateway.

CONCLUSION
IoTs has opened a novel opportunity for the prolif-
eration of monitoring applications based on sensor
nodes. In this paper, an overview of the most inter-
ested applications such as smart healthcare monitor-
ing, intelligent transport system and environmental
tracking system is presented. Beside of that, the main
challenges of these applications, including the energy,
wireless data collection, autonomous operations of a
node and network QoS, are also discussed. Follow-
ing the architecture of IoT system, a generic platform
based on Android Things is also proposed. This plat-
form is well-adapted for agriculture water monitor-
ing, which provides sensory data concerning the tem-
perature, pH and dissolved oxygen. These sensors are
easily replaced to satisfy the requirements of an ap-
plication. By adding the sensor extension, our gate-
way provide a complete solution to deploy the sys-
tem, even in a sparse network with few nodes. In this
case, no more sensors or transceivers are required as
the gateway will directly collect data by itself. Future
works will focus on analyzing the energy consump-
tion of the system and adding additional power from
solar cells.
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Figure 5: Sensory data plotted on the visualization screen, including the temperature, pH and DO
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WiFi Wireless Fidelity
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PM Particulate Matter
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TÓM TẮT
Internet of Things (IoTs) là mạng của các thiết bị vật lý, phương tiện, thiết bị gia dụng và các mặt
hàng khác được nhúng với thiết bị điện tử, phần mềm, cảm biến, thiết bị truyền động và kết nối
cho phép những thứ này kết nối và trao đổi dữ liệu. Dựa trên khái niệm về IoT, các ứng dụng ngày
càng được đề xuất trong nhiều lĩnh vực khác nhau, từ nhà thôngminh, văn phòng thôngminh đến
nông nghiệp thông minh. Trong bài báo này, một nền tảng tổng quát cho các ứng dụng giám sát
thông minh dựa trên mạng IoT được đề xuất. Trong nền tảng này, các nốt cảm biến năng lượng
thấp được dựa trên nền tảng bo mạch micro:bit, có khả năng cung cấp nhiều kết nối với các cảm
biến khác nhau. Khả năng giao tiếp không dây cung cấp một giải pháp hoàn chỉnh để triển khai
hệ thống ở những nơi mà việc đi dây là không khả thi. Dữ liệu được thu thập không dây bởi một
nốt trạm chủ, được cài đặt hệ điều hành Android Things do Google cung cấp. Cách tiếp cận của
chúng tôi cung cấp một giải pháp triển khai với chi phí thấp với thiết lập tối thiểu, và đặc biệt có
thểmở rộng được cho các ứng dụng giám sát. Để có thể hỗ trợ nhiều loại ứng dụng khác nhau với
việc thay đổi là ít nhất, hệ thống của chúng tôi đễ dàng mở rộng với các cổng kết nối nối tiếp, như
là cổng Truyền/Nhận bất đồng bộ thông dụng và cổng giao tiếp nối tiếp SPI. Với những cổng giao
tiếp này, chỉ với một đường dữ liệu, nhiều loại cảm biến có thể được kết nối vào hệ thống. Trong
bài báo này, hệ thống của chúng tôi được ứng dụng để theo dõi nước tự động trong nuôi trồng
thủy sản dựa trên dữ liệu cảm biến oxy hòa tan, pH và nhiệt độ. Dữ liệu được tải lên điện toán đám
mây cho việc giám sát từ xa và cung cấp những cảnh báo khi giá trị của cảm biến vượt ngưỡng an
toàn.
Từkhoá: Internet vạn vật, Mạng cảmbiến khôngdây, Thiết bị giám sát thôngminh, Android Things
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